United States District Court
EASTERN DISTRICT OF WISCONSIN

COURT MINUTES
HON. DAVID E. JONES, presiding.

Deputy Clerk: Katina Hubacz

DATE: January 18, 2017 at 10:30 a.m.

Court Reporter: FTR Gold

CASE NO. 16-CR-64

Time Called: 10:32:05

UNITED STATES v. RONALD H. VAN DEN HEUVEL,

Time Concluded: 10:53:18

KELLY YESSMAN VAN DEN HEUVEL
PROCEEDING: STATUS CONFERENCE (COUNSEL ONLY)
UNITED STATES by: Mel Johnson, Matthew Krueger
DEFENDANT: RONALD H. VAN DEN HEUVEL (present),
KELLY YESSMAN VAN DEN HEUVEL (not present), and by
ATTORNEY: Robert G. LeBell for deft Ronald H. Van Den Heuvel
Andrew C. Porter and Carrie DeLange for deft Kelly Yessman Van Den Heuvel
Govt:
- production of seized materials is done
- discussion at last hearing regarding format - have produced in different format that should meet their needs
Atty Porter:
- talked to Govt and are expecting reformatted materials today
- continue to have grave concern about trial date that has been set
- seeking several documents that have not been provided yet - anticipate filing motions but concerned since
month has passed without progress and motions date is approaching
Court:
- it’s the courts understanding that the Brown County search warrant materials have been produced since
December - feel Govt has completed its obligations
- any movement in dates need to be from Judge Griesbach - suggest revisit/request change in dates in March
Atty LeBell:
- appreciate recommendation and time and work put into it
- feel in different situation than Atty Porter/co-deft
- want Judge Griesbach to see are making efforts to get access to materials but have lost time
- feel are not in meaningful posture to access the materials at this point so concerned as well
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- 313,000 pages - separate from other materials
- have had access to about 25,000 documents
- don’t feel dates that are set are reasonable
Court:
- plan to see Judge Griesbach tomorrow so will discuss and get his thoughts on movement of the dates

Telephonic Status Conference (COUNSEL ONLY) set for: 2/16/17 at 2:30 p.m.
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